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Studying the history of the Croatian people and reviving the
memories of the famous Croats and events from the Croatian
past, as well as pointing to the Croatian contribution to
European and world heritage;
Fostering Croatian folk customs, culture and history, as well
as promoting Croatian national identity;
Research activities on all topics from Croatian history with the
emphasis on history of 19th and 20th century;
Creating a database on the suffering of the Croatian people
through the 20th century with the the victims' lists;
Investigation of crimes committed against the Croat people in
the Second World War, in the post-war period and in the
Homeland War;
Gathering the documents and testimonies;
Promotion of commemorating of already known locations of
the mass graves, as well as the research of the unknown
ones, with the aim of promoting further research;
Committment to the freedom of research unburdened of
political dogmas;
Developing links and cooperation with emigrant and
homeland organizations with similar goals.

OUR RESULTS
1. So far, we have participated in the preparation of
30 historical books. This number will increase to 40
books by the end of 2017.
2. We have published 60 research papers, mostly on
topics from modern Croatian history and politics.
3. We have also published a large number of
newspaper articles, of which 50 are dedicated to
the analysis of Jasenovac myth and Dinko Šakić trial.
4. We attended academic conferences and talks in
Croatia, the UK, Portugal, Switzerland and
elsewhere.
In the past two years, we have more closely
acquainted the public with our work (approximately
30 interviews and press releases) and intensified
our work, especially regarding Jasenovac myth.

PLANS FOR 2017-2018
1. Completion and promotion of three books
„The Victims of Solin 1941-1948“, „Imotska
krajina in the Second World War and in the
post-war period“ and „Post-war camp
Jasenovac“.
2. Preparing new books including „Vrgorska
krajina, Makarsko primorje and Poneretvlje
in the Second World War and in the post-war
period“ (spring 2018)
3. Collaboration on filming two documentary
movies about communist crimes.
4. Publication of short articles, especially
about Jasenovac camp, lustration and dealing
with the past.
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